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ABSTRACT
In this paper, I addressed ihe issue of rhetorical prosody in French polirtcs. Overall pirch
variatîoi is analyzed as expression of a paradígmntic contrast between a pre-electoral
persuasíve speech and i pathos-õriented post-electoral pres-s-confere.nce, and a
-syntagmntic 

êhange within fhe specific sening of the pre-electoral speec.h. As a res-ult of
this analysis, I wlsh to propose a two'fold categorization of overall pitch variation in
French: one in terms of range and the other in terms of register.

INTRODUCTION
In public discourse in general, and in politics in particular, the art of persuasion.is often
baèd on a dual rhetoriðal transaction. It consists on the one hand of a clear identification
of the audience to be persuaded - the voters -, and on the other hand of the careful
exercize of target-orienæd rhetoric by the persuader - the politician himself. In Touati
(1991) I explored how some rhetoricál features were tr¿nslated into prosodic categories
and specifièd as acoustic-phonetic properties in the particular seÌting of a,pre-electoral
televiìion debate. Here, I âddressed again this issue of rhetorical prosody by analyzing
contrasts in overall pitch as produced by a French poliúcian (J. Chirac) in two different
settings (a pre-electõral speech versus a post-electoral press-confercnce) and within the
speciñc setiing of the pre-electoral speech. As a result of this analysis, I wish to propose

a two-fold catégorization of overall þitch variation in French: one in terms of range and
the other in terms of register.

RHETORICAL PROSODY IN POLITICAL SPEECII
The nature and span of rhetorical prosody may appear with greate,r clarity ifprosodic
features could bé captured when þroduced in rather different and speciñc rhetorical
transactions: pre-eleCtoral ælevisión debate, pre-electoral speech, post-electoral press-
conference; in short and well time-defined discourse events. During pre-electoral periods,
persuasive monologues typify the speaking style adopted by politicians. Rhetorical
ieatures such as intensifiers, parallelisms and meta-discursive comments (i.e. incident¿l
comments, parenthetical comments or direct quote-comment structures) are then used
with dexterity. Intensifiers are often used in order to highlight certain.âspects of the
argumentado;. One way for the speaker to intensify what he is slying is to u¡de-rline
inãividual words tonally and rhythmically. The function of parallelism is to facilitaæ
monologue processing by reducing information density and increasing redundancy. It is
achieveã by repeatinf cèrt¿in words or phrases. Meta-discursive comments are used to
relate the sþeaker himself, his contender, or a new argument to the topic which is under
discussion. Meta-discursive comments are often part of a topic-comment structure
produced with specihc rhythmic and tonal contr¿sts. Focal accents_apparently work as

intensifiers, conirasts in overall pitch being used to express meta-discursive comments
and pauses helping to synchronise parallel prosodic configurations. pbvlgysþ lhese three
srati:gies seem to accoirnt for typical prosodic means used in French political rheÛoric. In
the present paper I choose to analyse the opposition pre-electoral versus post-electoral
speéctr beca-usã this is when persuasion (when a politician aims to gain votes) gives why
tò objective pathos (when a politician comments his political victory o,r defeat). I! seems
thenihat ovèrall pitch range is used at a paradigmatic macro-level to establish this
contextual opposition. On the other hand, overall pitch variation is also used at a
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syntagmatic micro-level as in the pre-electoral speech. To persuade and to gain votes
seems to demand more refined rhetoric and richer prosody. Chirac's pre-electoral speech
is structured in a nearly classical rhetoric manner, its 'dispositio' consisting of an ex-
abrupto exordium (prooimion), a narration of the facts (diégèris), a confirmation of the
facts (pistis), and a peroration (épilogos) (see Figure I in Touati 1993, and for the notion
of'dispositio'and an inuoduction to rhetoric see Barthes 1970). Inærestingly, building
blocks for the dispositio are provided by the recurrent use of a direct quote-comment
structure (hereafær DQCS) where each DQCS is segmenæd into three units: the quoting
(lead-in) segment, the quoted segment and the comment segmenL

ACOUSTIC.PROSODIC ANALYSIS
The acoustic-prosodic analysis was done within a methodological framework developed
in a multilingual research project called Contrastive Interactive Prosody ('KIPROS')
conducted at the Departnent of Linguistics and Phonetics in Lund, Sweden (see Bruce
and Touati 1992 for a presentation of the resea¡ch methodology and exemplifications
from Swedish and French). The recorded material were digitalized and analyzed using the
LUPP program (see Eriksson 1990). The acoustic segmentation ofthe recordings was
made by visual inspection of the tonal configuration and interactive lisûening to the
segmented speech. Every 10 ms, a Fo value was computed for each segment of speech.
The data files were exported to a statistical package. For this analysis I examined average
Fo (means and st¿ndard deviation), the absolute Fo minimum and maximum values and
the range.

Overall pitch contrâsts in different sett¡ngs
Results for the analysis of pitch contrasts in different senings rue presented in Table l. As
shown in Table l, the pre-electoral speech was uttered with a higher mean Fo while the
post-electoral press-conference was uttered with a lower mean Fo. Absoluæ Fo minima
are similar. On the other hand, maxima values are lower and range is more reduced in the
post-electoral press-conference. By using this long term reduced overall pirch range, J.
Chirac is acting in the role of a generous and tranquil winner or, more to the point,
seeking to impose on the audience such an image of himself.

Tabte l. Pitch range and register in wo different settings. Average Fo (means and
standard deviation), absolute Fo minimum and maximum values and Fo range in nvo
different settings (A: pre-elecøral speech, B: post-electoral press-conference; values are
in Hò.
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A
B

MEAN
163
tt'l

DEVST
38
22

MIN
79
7l

MAX
250
2t9

RANGE
r7t
138

Overall pitch changes in direct quote-comment structure
Results for the analysis of pirch changes in the DQCS are presented in Table 2. As shown
in Table 2 and as an example in Figure I (l) , quoting segments were uttered with a high
Fo mean, with a very high Fo minimum and maximum, and a reduced Fo range. On the
other hand, quoted segments were signalled, in contrast to quoting segments, by a lower
Fo mean, lower absolute Fo minimum and maximum and larger Fo range. Comment
sogments generally show a strong tendency to contrast with quoted ones in the same way
that quoted segments contrasted with quoting ones (comment segments are realized by a
lower Fo mean, lower absolute Fo minimum and maximum, and larger Fo range). There
is an exception: the last comment segment has a reduced Fo range (see Figure I (2) ).
This is probably due to its position as comment in the épilogos (final part) of the speech.
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Table 2. Pitch range and register in DQCS- Average Fo (means and standard
deviation), absolute Fo minimum ønd maximum vølues and Fo range in DQCS (A:
quoting segment, B: quoted segmcnt and, C: comment segmcnt; values are in Hz).

1) Quoting the socialists
MEAN STDEV MIN MAX RANGE

A 183 29 147 221 74
B 172 28 95 204 109
c 155 38 86 228 142

A (ils nous disent) B(on
(they are telling us) (we

2) Quoting the President
MEAN STDEV

A 195 23
B 160 27
c 160 45

continue) C (c'est tout voilà l(e) programme)
continue) (fhat's all, that's the programme)

MIN
156
93
83

RANCEMÆ(
241
215
2to

A((et) le Président de la République nous dit ) B (il faut voter pour nous car on n(e)
change pas une équipe qui gagne) C (sans complexe c'est tout)
(And the President of the Republic is telling us )(you vote for us because you don't
change a winning teamxit's that simple, that's all)

3) Quoting the Prime Minister
MEAN STDEV MIN MAX RANCE

A t76 34 133 245 ltz
B 157 34 94 226 132
c l5l 28 102 189 87

A ((quant) au premier ministre il nous dit) B(au secours la droite revient) C (point final)
(As for the Prime Minister, he is telling us) ( help! the right wing is back) ( Period)

CONCLUSION
During our work in KIPROS, we assumed that changes in overall pirch were essentially
changes in range and were mainly achieved by raising/lowering the Fo peaks. This
assumption is confirmed here in the analysis of different fragments of rhetorical prosody.
It seems that pitch range variation is used when establishing a paradigmatic contrast
between pre-electoral speech and post-electoral speeech or a syntagmatic change between
direct quoæ segments and comment segments. But, as it was possible to observe in the
pre-electoral speech, changes from a higher regisær to a lower register were used in order
to express the opposition quoting segments-quoted segments (variation in register in
spontaneous French was observed by Meræns 1987). Our analysis of overall pitch in a
pre-electoral speech as opposed to a post-electoral press-conference and within the
specific setting of the pre-electoral speech provide evidence that we need a two-fold
categorization of overall pitch variation in French: one in terms of range and the other in
terms of register. I also propose an adjustment of the KIPROS transcription system
conceming overall pitch in the following way:

Pirch range: [*] = same range [1] = expanded range [t] = rcduced range

Piæh register: [+] = same register [11]= higher register [ll]= lower register

85
t22
127
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A. t 1 le Présidenr de la République nous dit:

B. I ü 'il faut voter pour nous car on n(e) change pas une équþ qui gagne',,

C. I + sans complexe , c'est tout.

quant

A.t f| au premier ministre il nous dit:

B. 1 $"au secours la droite revient ",

C. ù =+ point final.

Figure 1. Fo range and register in DQCS (A: quoting segment, B: quoted segment and,
C: comment segment; values are in Hz), ( I ) Quoting the President (þistß) anA e )
Quoting the Primc Minister (épilogos).
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